More Pun Quiz misdefinitions. In parenthesis are the letters in the answer; (4/4) is a charade, an eight letter word that splits into a four plus four letter pun. My answers are outback.

1. country of the blind (6)
2. swapping liberty for money (4 5)
3. to lift oneself by one’s bootstraps (4 4 6) ——
4. where and how city crabs make progress (4/4)
5. Curses, they’ve double-wrapped the baking potato! (6 5!)
6. give birth to, then eviscerate to make paté (2/5)
7. You’re boxed in, so don’t complain! (4 2)
8. period of tobacco poisoning (8 5)
9. tightly instructed (4)
10. meddlest into Catholic sins (6)
11. Make two decisions, fussy one. (4 3 6)
12. Working class people swap partners. (5 6)
13. a fuzzy or crackpot theory in astronomy (7 10)
14. paradoxically lazing in bed yet “unbelievably busy” (4 3) ——
15. personal effects (The means justify the end.) (5)
16. one who shines yet isn’t at all cheerful (6)
17. kingdom of idiots, to coin a phrase (5)
18. a cowardly telegram (7 4)
19. pediatric podiatry masseuse (6 2 6 4)
20. craps-players at a Pentecostal church (4 7)
21. they who let people stick a fist up their behind (7)
22. the prey forcefully exhaled by a fidgety aardvark (4 2 3 5)
23. a curvaceous babe everyone’s talking about (6 2 6)
24. turning spoiled kids into austere soldiers (9)
25. outgoing alternative to jacking off (7 3)
26. the initial coat of education (6)
27. a drop in the ocean (3 4)
28. a guru in his own mind (4 3)
29. one stanza of the whole song (3/5)
30. carry in, shivering (in the second letter) (2/3)
31. a really inaccurate compilation of one’s enemies (4 4)
32. Croon wrong as chasing girls? Why he disappeared? (3/4=4 3)
33. garden mud from jumping down into a puddle (4 2 4 4) ——
34. the stupidity of a spy vs. spy operation (7/12)
35. soppy, ineffectual drink to a crink (6/5)
36. donkey x mule offspring (7 5)